God's Dream For You

Every person has a dream in his or her heart that needs to find expression and fulfillment. But sometimes those dreams cannot get free without the encouragement and help of a parent, teacher, pastor, spouse or friend. This hope and encouragement may provide just the right angle to open the cage of unreleased dreams in ourselves and in others. We can all become dream releasers. Wayne Cordeiros book provides the inspiration and the motivation to realize our full potential and to help others become all God means for them to be. The result is that we will finish life well and with no regrets.

My Personal Review:
This book is not just another "feel good" book. This book can change your life if you let it. It will open your mind to the possibilities of accomplishing everything you always wanted to. This book is very different than inspirational "hype", or pop culture feel good stuff--This deals directly with your heart and the motivation on why and how you can accomplish something. Once you heard Dr. Cordeiro speak in person, you will know that his books can be nothing less than God given guidance for your life. I highly recommend this book and all of Dr. Cordeiro's other books as well. Especially great for leaders and pastors, but was written in a fashion that even a young person can understand. You have to be a lunatic to say this book has done nothing for you... Two thumbs up!
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